
Haythan
Haythan is the son of Advisor Davan Orel, the king’s advisor 
on security. He is well trained and educated in the manner 
of most other young nobles. Following in his father’s foot-
steps, Haythan has a special interest in the unrest in adja-

cent kingdoms.

As a young nobleman, Haythan’s life is filled with enter-
tainment and frippery. He frequently hunts, jousts, and at-
tends palace functions with his peers. Recently, he was as-
signed to work under Court Speaker Ania to oversee the re-
location of Etrel’s Speaker population to the palace. Hay-
than is one of the nine people in the palace actually aware 
of the true reason behind the recall of the Speakers.

Since so few Speakers arrived at the palace in response to 
the decree, Haythan formed several small teams to find 
out which Speakers were just being recalcitrant and which 
were missing. To his dismay, he found that many more 

were missing than the crown had suspected.

Court Position
HaythanHaythan’s best friends growing up were the children of the 
two Court Speakers, Anias and Anslem. Anias died trying to 
prevent the palace fire that occurred a decade ago, and 
his wife Serya disappeared with their children, Sabriel and 
Mielle. Anslem continued to work as the Court Speaker 
until he vanished without explanation a year before the 
events of the story. His daughter, Ania, succeeded him. 
HaythanHaythan’s friendship with Ania was a deciding factor for his 
assignment as her second. While Ania is in charge of the 
accommodations for the Speakers arriving at the palace, 
Haythan is the one who travels Etrel to retrieve them in 

the first place.

Sabriel
Sabriel is a traveling runespeaker who uses magic to assist 
the people of Arro Valley. He works as a healer for the 
most part, but through magic is also able to improve the 

health of crops and livestock.

As a runespeaker not controlled by the crown, Sabriel As a runespeaker not controlled by the crown, Sabriel 
works on his own time. He travels where he wants and 
when he wants. He is not paid in the traditional sense, but 
townspeople are always quick to offer him and his family 
food and shelter any time they need it. Sabriel is well 
loved and well known within Arro Valley. Outsiders, how-
ever, are not privy to any information about him, as  

Speakers are jealously guarded by the people of the region Speakers are jealously guarded by the people of the region 
they travel.

When the crown decrees for the second time in a decade 
that all of Etrel’s Speakers are to report to the palace,   
Sabriel ignores the summons. After the disaster that     
happened last time the Speakers were recalled, Sabriel 
has no intention to be involved in the mire of kingdom  

politics.

Runespeak
RRunespeak is a language used to speak to nature. Everything non-sentient, from 
rocks to cows to time itself can understand runespeak. Humans can learn to speak, 
write, and understand the language, but are not subject to its compulsions. Learning 
the language does not give the speaker the power a natural-born Speaker has. Rune-
speak is technically only a language, and has no power in and of itself. Speakers are 
people capable of transferring their life energy back into other areas of nature. This 
ability, though required for one to be considered a Speaker, is not always necessary 
when employing the abilities of a Speakewhen employing the abilities of a Speaker. For example, if a Speaker were to ask the 
wind to lift a rock, the wind might comply, or it might demand an equivalent ex-

change of energy from the Speaker. 

Often, energy is only demanded if the area is not familiar with the Speaker in ques-
tion. Territory is very important to the operation of Speakers. A given area of land 
only responds to its own Speaker, frequently demanding energy from or even blatant-
ly ignoring any other Speaker who arrives in the area. Removing a Speaker from their 
area of influence drastically reduces their power as well as the prosperity of the land 

they lived on.

Birds are strongly linked to Speakers. Out of all animals, birds most frequently utlize 
the relationship between a Speaker and their territory. They go to Speakers when 
they are injured or need food and offer feathers as a token of their appreciation. 
This tendency is so prevalent that the number of feathers a Speaker owns is often 

used to indicate the level of power a Speaker has.

Family
SabrielSabriel’s father disappeared, presumed dead, during a 
devastating fire at the royal palace of Etrel ten years 

before the start of this story. Sabriel’s mother, Serya, fled 
the disaster with Sabriel and his year-old sister, Mielle. His 
mother’s fears about the crown’s intentions toward   
Speakers led Sabriel to continue the self-imposed exile 
even after he left home. Recently, Mielle contracted a  
disease untreatable by runespeak, and she and Serya disease untreatable by runespeak, and she and Serya 

joined Sabriel in his travels in hopes that they might find a 
cure.

For the last two years, the speakers--                  
magicians who speak to nature-- of etrel have 
been vanishing without a trace. With the 
threat of restless neighboring kingdoms 
looming overhead, the Crown seeks to con-
solidate its remaining power in preparation 
for disaster. The Queen of Etrel has issued a 
ddecree summoning all of Etrel’s runespeakers 
to the capital. this is A move not without 
risk-- Etrel will wither without their influ-
ence. The castle itself is steeped in the subver-
sive motives of the court, many of whom seek 
to use the Speakers to further their own 

power. 

Sabriel, a traveling runespeaker desperately 
trying to balance his duty to his adopted 
land and to his sister’s health ignores the 
summons. However, his search for a cure for 
his sister has so far failed, and he will stop at 
nothing and go to any lengths to save her, 
Even if it means returning to the life that 

nearnearly destroyed his family. 

Haythan, an old friend of Sabriel’s and a 
member of the court, convinces him to 
return to the palace to seek help for his 

sister from the other Speakers there. A desper-
ate Speaker is just what the power-hungry 
court wants, and Sabriel is forced into the 
treacherous waters of court politics to 

secure his sistersecure his sister’s safety. However, once Sabriel 
uncovers the truth behind the disappearanc-
es of Etrel’s Speakers, he realizes that he must 
make choices that pit everything he loves 

against everything he believes in.
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